
A talk on a difficult 
topic



Abortion: 
What is my opinion?

do we really know? 2



Facts - the rough figures (annual without unreported cases)

Switzerland 11.000 abortions

Germany 100.000 abortions

Austria 45.000 abortions

France 207.000 abortions

Italy 170.000 abortions

UK/Wales 215.000 abortions

Australia 93.000 abortions

USA 900.000 abortions

TOTAL 1’741.000 abortions (excluding India, Asia, Eastern Countries)
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Facts - the rough figures (annual without unreported cases)
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Why do people have 
abortions?
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Facts - the four most important reasons for 
abortions (in descending order)
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1. biographical reasons or timing of the pregnancy 
2.  partnership problems and relationship status
3.  overstrain
4.  medical reasons



The least frequently cited reason for 
abortion is for medical reasons. What 

does that implicate?
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https://youtu.be/AQOWblkSTAU

do we really know?



What is it about? Who could the 
6 women be? Who are their 

children? What haven't I 
understood?
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6 Frauen – 6 Schicksale

Joanne Carole Schieble Simpson
gespielt von Afra Kosa

Hannah Chaplin
gespielt von Eva Regan 

Isobel Hawking
gespielt von Isabel M. Patterson 

Caterina die Meo Lippi
gespielt von Yasmine Alice

Gladys Pearl Baker
gespielt von Malin Frank

Maria Bat Joachim
gespielt von Feride Morcay

Joanne Carole Schieble Simpson
portrayed by Afra Kosa

Hannah Chaplin
portrayed by Eva Regan Isobel Hawking

portrayed by Isabel M. Pattersonn 

Caterina die Meo Lippi
portrayed by Yasmine Alice

Gladys Pearl Baker
portrayed by Malin Frank

Mary Bat Joachim
portrayed by Feride Morcay

6 women – 6 destinies
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Work in groups.
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work in groups 
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Isobel Hawking

do we really know?
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Hannah Chaplin

do we really know?
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Joanne-Carol Schieble
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Caterina di Meo Lippi
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Gladys Pearl Baker
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Maria Bat Joachim
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Would they be born today?

? ? ? ? ? ?

90 percent of all people diagnosed with 
Down syndrome are prenatally aborted.



How things could be changed
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1. biographical reasons or timing of the pregnancy 
2.  partnership problems and relationship status
3.  overstrain
4.  medical reasons



Work in groups.
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5 moral questions
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 1) Do we really know?                                          4) A disabled child?

                             

   

  2) Change of plans?     5) A personal word from the producer

  

  3) Alternatives?
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1) Do we really know?                                          



5 moral questions
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2) Change of plans?                                          



5 moral questions
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3) Alternatives?                                          



5 moral questions
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4) A disabled child?                                          



5 moral questions
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5) A personal word from the producer (Bruno Waldvogel-Frei)                                          

Fabrice
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https://youtu.be/AQOWblkSTAU

do we really know?
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1. What could women help who are 

affected by this issue? 

2. What can we do to raise 

awareness of the issue in our 

society?

do we really know?

© Regula Lehmann & Bruno Waldvogel-Frei
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